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ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING AND LUNCHEON

We were there at the AGM luncheon: a line-up of familiar faces.

The 43rd Annual General Meeting of
the GIA was held on 24 Mar ’10 at the
M Hotel Singapore.
The GIA Executive Director, Mark Lim
announced the results of the eight
companies duly elected to the Management
Committee. They are American Home
Assurance Company – Singapore, AXA
Insurance Singapore Pte Ltd, HSBC
Insurance (Singapore) Pte Ltd, Mitsui
Sumitomo Insurance (Singapore) Pte Ltd,
NTUC Income Insurance Co-operative
Ltd, QBE Insurance (International) Ltd,

The Young Ones at the AGM Luncheon: some of the GIP interns 2008 and 2009, very much a part of the GIA.

continued…

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S NOTE
What an active quarter it has been for all of
us at GIA. Just a week earlier we had released
the full-year industry results to the local
media. It was a commendable performance
on many counts and pointed to a promising
future for most classes of business.
Challenges remain and we are focused in
resolving the critical issues facing motor
and work injury compensation insurance.
On the talent front, it is gratifying to know
that our GIP has enhanced the overall
awareness of our industry amongst the
pool of young talent.

In our Risk Management and Business
Continuity Management (BCM) seminars
we profiled speakers of known quality
and impressive track record. Both events
were well attended by members and
industry practitioners.
We worked closely with all our key
stakeholders both in government and the
industry. A major highlight was the National
Task Force on Motor Insurance chaired by
CASE and the Automobile Association of
which GIA was an active member. We were

also represented at NTU’s inauguration of the
Institute of Catastrophe Risk Management.
Watching Principal Officers Bruce Ford and
Simon Newman receiving their membership
certificates for Allied World Assurance
Company Limited and Aviva Ltd respectively
gave us tangible evidence of the growth
for GIA. We warmly welcome our 34th and
35th member.
Wishing all of you a successful year ahead.
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Tenet Insurance Co Ltd and Tokio Marine
Insurance Singapore Ltd. Mr Derek Teo was
re-elected as the President for the sixth
consecutive year, the longest serving GIA
President since GIA’s formation in 1966. Dr
Michael Goodwin was also re-elected as the
Vice-President for the fifth year.
The GIA AGM Luncheon was held after the
meeting. It was attended by 140 guests,
stakeholders and members with Mr Low
Kwok Mun, the Executive Director of
the Insurance Supervision Department,
Monetary Authority of Singapore as the
Guest-of-Honour.
In his welcome address, the President
expressed gratitude to GIA members for
their strong support and for entrusting
him with the responsibility to continue to
lead the association. Three items were
highlighted, namely, the 2009 results, review
of major events/initiatives rolled out and
2010 key activities.
He said that the general insurance domestic
gross premium income rose marginally
by 1.6% to $2.92 billion, complemented by
close to $190m in underwriting profit. This
is due mainly to losses being stemmed in
the Motor business even while it is still in
the red. This is also the first time in history
that Motor business comprising nearly 37%

of the overall industry’s gross premiums,
crossed the 1 billion dollar mark, aided by
growing vehicle population and premium
increase collectively implemented to
correct under pricing over the years.
On the key activities for 2010, members
were urged to strengthen their resources
to cope with the impending change to
take place on the increase in the current
FIDReC NIMA Scheme to S$5,000.
Members were firstly advised to attend
to survey damaged vehicles within 48
hours after notifications. Additionally,
they are to equip their claims executives
at mediation hearing with both strong
technical competency and negotiation
skills. Lastly they should empower
claims executives to make decisions on
settlement quantum, after all parties
have reached an agreement.

Mr Derek Teo, the President of GIA for
the 6th consecutive year.

Members’ active participation and support
is sought on the GIA Records Management
Centre E-filing and Centralized Motor
Database project.
Following this, the President presented
the GIA membership certificates to two
new Ordinary Members, Allied World
Assurance Company, Ltd and Aviva Ltd,
bringing GIA’s membership to 35.

ASSURING INSIGHTS OF NEW AXA CEO

MR.

Mr Bruce M Ford and Mr Simon Newman,
respectively, received the certificates on the
new members’ behalf.

ALAIN
ADICEOM

Mr Derek Teo presenting a token of appreciation
to the Guest-of-Honour Mr Low Kwok Mun.

Working in the General Insurance industry
actually involves several very different functional
specialisations, which broadly cover professional,
operations, and customer-centric roles. These include
actuarial services, business developments, customer
service, marketing, finance and risk management,
underwriting, claims processing and policy servicing,
human resources, and corporate communications
– to name just a few.
Choosing the right job right is important as it lays the
foundation for the next job and eventual career path. In a way,
insurance is about protecting business risk as well as some
individual risks. Let us obtain some insights from the new CEO
of AXA Insurance Singapore Pte Ltd, Mr. Alain Adiceom.
GIA: Given the various job roles established in the GI Industry,
what do you foresee are challenges that new graduates would
encounter choosing the right fit?
AA: Singapore’s GI industry experienced good growth in the last
3 years and with this significant increase in business volume,
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various platforms such as Campus Talks, Campus Job Fairs, and
newspaper advertorials. In your opinion, how can the industries
help to ensure a more steady pool of talent for the General
Insurance world?
AA: This will require joint efforts within the industry and it’s
happening. There are some existing programs like the Insurance
Executive Scholarship Programme (IESP) initiated by the
Singapore College of Insurance and the GIA’s Global Internship
programme, offering internship opportunities and investing in the
training and professional development of new graduates. These
initiatives help to nurture new graduates’ interests in pursuing a
career in the industry.
AXA is committed to investing in our employees’ training and
development. In April 2009, we launched the opening of AXA
University Asia Pacific Campus in Singapore to provide technical
training and professional development of AXA’s employees and
our business partners in the Asia Pacific region. By developing our
employees and business partners, we are building a steady pool
of talent for the industry in Singapore, as well as in the region. We
hope our commitment to developing our employees will also help
attract more new graduates to join our company.
GIA: Are the current young talent or Gen Y well-equipped to thrive
against uncertain economic conditions in the next few years?
What advice would you be able to provide for them so that they can
achieve more fulfilling and successful careers of their choice.
AA: In navigating through the turbulent times of change and
uncertainty, I would advise the young talents and Gen Y to develop
their personal resilience, be proactive and be committed to
lifelong learning.
more jobs are created and more graduates are also hired within
this industry.
When choosing the “right fit”, all new graduates may be
overwhelmed by the wide variety of roles to choose from or lack
of information on the requirements and pre-requisites of each
GI roles.
I would recommend some career planning as the first important
step towards making a more informed career choice. It’s
important to understand their personalities, capabilities and
values so that they will be able to find a role which fit them.
Choosing the right fit also requires new graduates to think
about “how they can contribute to the job” and “how the job can
contribute to their career and personal development goals”. One
good way to find out the answers is through first-hand insight of
the roles, operations and work culture within a GI company. As
such, we encourage all undergraduates and new graduates to
seek out internship or contract job opportunities in GI companies.
You can never have a “wrong” job, because there is always
something new you can learn in each job role.
GIA: GIA has placed strong emphasis on nurturing interest in the
General Insurance industry among the undergraduates through

To adopt the right attitude towards changes in their job or career is
key to their ability to bounce back from setbacks, sudden changes,
and twists and turns along their career path.
Be proactive in their work and be known as the positive person
who wants to solve problems cooperatively and in this way they
add value to their team. They should also constantly look for
new ways to apply their skills and talents in the new economy.
In addition, they should also stay involved in their relevant
professional associations and network around actively to stay
connect with other like-minded professionals.
Keep learning new skills so that they are prepared for changes in
their work roles or potential career switch in the future.
GIA: Participating for the first time in GIP, what is AXA hoping to
achieve and provide to raise the General Insurance awareness?
AA: By participating in GIP, we are contributing in nurturing new
graduates’ interests in pursuing a GI career in AXA and the GI
industry. This program offers young talents a rare internship
opportunity to be exposed to the operations of insurance companies
both in Singapore as well as overseas. We are hopeful that we
will attract the best young talents to sign up for this program and
interest them to embark a fulfilling career in the GI industry.
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GLOBAL
INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM
2010
GATEWAY TO THE

Moving into the third year of the Global Internship Program (GIP), the General Insurance
Association of Singapore (GIA) offers more overseas internships program to big cities like
London, Sydney, Melbourne, Kuala Lumpur, Phnom Penh, Hong Kong and more.
In a recent interview with Mr. Alain Adiceon (see pages 2-3), he shares how the GIP is
different from other internships that are available and how it is helping to cater to the
needs of the brightest of local university undergraduates.
The GIP interns not only receive customized project assignments
but are also able to get a glimpse of the dynamic world of the
industry and opportunities to meet seasoned professionals from
various job profiles. Since 2008, GIP has welcomed more than 31
interns and is expecting to accept 35 interns this year.

the GIP, will also have a chance to network with new friends from
across the three local universities. It would be an unique opportunity
for them to live and work abroad after GIA tries to select the interns
from the hundreds of applicants submitting their internship forms
every year.

The GIP offers the interns an excellent opportunity to gain practical
work experience in a wide range of professional job roles within
the General Insurance sector. This year GIA also customizes
a contemporary 5-day training program with the support and
participation of various industry practitioners and a trainer. These
practitioners not only commit their time and effort to teach the
interns the various processes of General Insurance, but also plan
case studies and construct team building activities to make the
learning more meaningful and rewarding. An external trainer
will also be conducting a day course on corporate cultures
communications, organization behaviors and effective teamwork.

As in the past two years, the GIP is typically 8 – 12 weeks in
duration, with some longer programs available upon case-by-case
basis. Vying for the limited internship positions is competitive and a
successful applicant is selected based on individual performance,
relevant work experience and knowledge strength.

Besides being able to experience the opportunity to meet various
industry leaders across the various sectors, these interns, through
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Former GIP interns have turned ambassadors sharing their
successful GIP journeys at the Campus Talks conducted by the GIA
and the partnering schools, and manning our exhibition booths
at career fairs. Some of them even called the general insurance
industry – their home. Now it is the turn of 2010 interns to shine!
For more assistance, please contact Cecilia.pay@gia.org.sg or
visit the GIP website at www.gia.org.sg <http://www.gia.org.sg
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PREMIUM
PROFESSIONALS
ARTICLE IN
BUSINESS TIMES
Into the third series, the Premium Professional
Part 1 of 4, featured in the Business Times,
portrayed two leading professionals, Mr. Satoshi
Hanzawa and Mr. Anwar Bin Saadan. With two
interns of GIP 2009, Raymond Tan and Linda Soh
also being focussed, this article summarizes
the experience of these two leaders and the two
interns working under one roof. Both Maritime
Business Studies students, from Nanyang
Technological Universities (NTU), had valuable
experience, visiting the London and Sydney
insurance offices, making friends and building
contacts with experienced practitioners. Both
had a good learning journey though Linda did
not manage to visit Japan and USA, the original
locations of her internship with Sompo Japan
because of the outbreak of the H1N1 flu last
summer. “Having the chance to interact and
network with people at the top management level
of diverse cultures was already an unparalleled
opportunity. The GIP provides me with insights
into the operations of a MNC insurance
company and has demonstrated the high level
of professionalism throughout the general
insurance industry. This has definitely widened
my horizons with regards to career options.”

PARTICIPATING HOST COMPANIES:

CO-PARTNER:
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TALENT
OUTREACH
PROJECT
(TOP) 2010
Since 2007, the General Insurance
Association of Singapore (GIA)
has been actively promoting the
General Insurance industry to
generate a new pool of talent
from the local universities
through a series of Profiling
Talks and Career Fairs. With this
same objective the GIA started
off 2010 with a talk organized
by the NUS School of Business
Career Admin Office, showcasing
the underwriting job roles. At
the same time it continuously
promoted the Global Internship
Program (GIP) at the Career /
Internship Fairs organized by the
local universities. The GIA reports
the story below:
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Pioneer JC Year 2 students listening attentively as
Mr. Adrian Soh (Royal & Sun Alliance PLc) shared
his experience.

Ms. Emily Poh
(Chartis) engaging
the crowd with her
work experiences.

NTU Career Fair 27-28 Jan 2010: Curious visitors at the GIA Booth.

ATTRACTING THE TOP COHORTS AT CAREER AND
INTERNSHIP FAIRS

PROFILING THE JOB ROLE OF AN UNDERWRITER @ NUS
25 JAN ’10

The Pilot batch of Global Internship Program (GIP) was
launched in June 2008. Two years on, the GIA participated
in the NTU Career & Internship Fair on the 27 - 28 Jan ’10,
NUS Career Fair on the 4 - 5 Feb ’10 and NTU CEE Maritime
Mini Job Fair (24 Feb ’10) with the objective of attracting more
undergraduates to apply and join the prestigious program.
Moving into the third year of GIP, the placements might be
increased and spread across the local and overseas locations in
USA, Europe and Asia. New participating companies have also
surfaced to add to the number of hosts (see hosting companies
on page 5 – GIP 2010 article) with the objective of mentoring,
educating, and then offering General Insurance career
opportunities to graduating cohorts.

Showcasing the various job opportunities to young undergraduates
is a good way to provide a glimpse of the corporate profile in the
general insurance industry. Mr. Ben Liang, Senior Underwriter of
Allianz Reinsurance Branch Asia Pacific spoke with passion on the
underwriting job profile to a group of eager and young audience.
He said, “Your career will likely span several decades. Therefore,
it’s important not to choose a direction based on extrapolating from
what has happened in the past several years. Most industries will
experience moments of fame and turmoil, but the insurance industry
sells an annually perishable product that is essential – in most cases
compulsory – to the daily lives of all citizens. We may not be in the
spotlight of the financial industry as the most prestigious sector, but if
you have passion and a strong work ethic, you will surely do well.”
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A crowded room of eager NUS undergraduates anxious to find out more about the GI Industry from speaker Mr Ben Liang.

HANDLING RISKS IN CORPORATES – AN EXCLUSIVE FOUR PART
SERIES OF SHARING SESSION WITH NTU RISK MANAGEMENT
SOCIETY CLUB 18 MAR ’10

NTU CEE Fair 25 Feb ’10, in collaboration with Singapore Maritime Foundation (SMF):
Intern 2009, Raymond Tan attending to queries made by graduating students.

PIONEER JUNIOR COLLEGE (PJC)
– THE MINI JOB FAIR AND CAMPUS TALK 24 FEB ’10
Not only is GIA keen to attract the tertiary level students,
but it is eager to also walk into the Junior College campus
to share about the various job roles within the General
Insurance industry. PJC extended an invitation to GIA to talk
to its students, hoping to expose their students to the world
of General Insurance. Close to 230 JC2 students attended
the talk and were first introduced to the GIA corporate video,
followed by a light hearted job profiling session by Mr. Adrian
Soh, Account Manager, Sales – Agency & Direct from Royal
& Sun Alliance Plc. The talk ended 30 minutes later with
Q&A thereafter.
For more information, please contact GIA Secretariat at
cecilia.pay@gia.org.sg

Collaborating for the first time with the Risk Management Society
(RMS) Club from NTU, the GIA invited two speakers from the
industry – Ms. Emily Poh (Deputy Regional Manager of Chartis
Insurance Group) and Mr. Noel Tan (Regional Underwriting Manager,
Financial Lines of Federal Insurance Company) to share on the
topic of Risk Management to a class of 60. The topic entitled: “Risk
Management Series One” was selected after a survey conducted
by the NTU RMS placed it as one of the favourite Risk Management
topics. Mr. Tan and Ms. Poh gave some significant comments about
their overall experience.
“A good opportunity to share experiences to the students who
will be the future practitioners of the General Insurance industry.
Hopefully the seminar will allow them to further explore and
understand what the industry can offer and incorporate General
Insurance as part of their planning for their future.”
MS. EMILY POH
“A most enriching experience in being part of GIA’s initiatives to
engage undergraduates, and talk about the future of our General
Insurance industry. They were ready to speak their mind, were
very inquisitive about our industry, and eager to participate in the
growth of our industry.”
MR. NOEL TAN
The second session of the four-part series will be released via the
NTU portal in the third quarter of 2010. Stay in tune!
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A RISK MANAGEMENT DIALOGUE by Dragonfly LLC
RESPONDING TO A RISKIER ENVIRONMENT:

INSIGHTS ON
RISK MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES
22 JAN ’10

Midway through the Risk Management
Dialogue held by Dragonfly LLC on
22 Jan ’10, its Co-founder and MD,
Ms Judy Lee unbalanced the 60-strong
audience. She strode off the stage onto
the floor of the FTSE Room of Capital
Tower, picked bemused participants
and probed them with posers
about risks that their companies
encountered. “Everything worries us,”
conceded Mr Navneet Doola, Manager,
Finance of India International
Insurance, condensing what the
general insurance business has to
encounter in today’s environment.
In tandem with Co-founder and CEO Mr
Wee Lieng-Seng, Ms Lee covered the scope
that took in risk management frameworks,
issues and trends impacting risk-taking,
measuring and managing different types of
risks, risk-based Capital Framework set up
by Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS)
and the principles of risk governance in
insurance companies.
Their approach to strategy development
incorporated comprehensive risk
identification and quantification. All this was
made against a backdrop of world conditions
changing so dramatically as to present
businesses with an increasingly riskier
environment. The Dragonfly presenters
showed the insurance audience the need
for a proactive approach to managing risks.
There would be a need to develop a risk
culture that supported the leadership in risk
government oversight and risk management
8

Ms Judy Lee presenting her insights on Risk Management Practices.

roles. Organisations must decide the
explicitness of their Risk Appetite. This
requires them to have a common language
to quantify, communicate and decide on their
risks. Both the CEO and the CRO are to set
the tone but indeed Risk is the CEO’s job.
Companies, through their leaders, must
know their bets – as Mr Wee termed risks.
Capital must be quantified and provided
for adequately, as it comes with different
standards and degrees of granularity. Risk
management can be used strategically for
innovation and competitive advantage.
In the risk mitigation process it is
acknowledged that risk may be transformed
but seldom eradicated. The practice of
testing and evaluating the impact of extreme
events cannot be underestimated. Risk
debacles are not unleashed overnight.
They result from bets sustained over time.
The deliverables of effective risk
management will include timely,

At the Risk Management Dialogue, pre-occupied with
the handouts.

comprehensive data and analysis;
ongoing dialogue and decision-making;
and dynamic value management under
uncertain conditions.
Dragonfly concluded that effective risk
management required good information,
disciplined decision-making and riskreturn culture. Risk Management is both
science and art.
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NTU’S CONFERENCE:

THE INAUGURATION OF ICRM
12 JAN ’10

On 12 Jan ’10, Haiti was struck by a
7.0 earthquake that lasted just 35
seconds but claimed 230,000 lives,
injured 300,000 and rendered
1 million homeless (AP, 9 Feb ’10).
In 2009, more than 800 natural
disasters left a trail of destruction
around the world.
This was the sombre backdrop to the
launch of the Institute of Catastrophe
Risk Management (ICRM) of the Nanyang
Technological University (NTU) on 21
Jan ’10, officiated by Guest-of-Honour
Mr Heng Swee Keat, Managing Director,
Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS);
Dr Su Guaning President, NTU; and
Mr Derek Teo, President GIA.

Mr Heng Swee Keat, Dr Su Guaning, and Mr Derek Teo waiting for the ICRM Launching Ceremony to begin.

In his opening speech, Prof Tso-Chien
Pan, Founding Director, ICRM and Dean,
College of Engineering, NTU, referred to
the widespread loss of property and life
in the Haiti quake, saying that multiintegrated strategy research was needed
in the management and mitigating of
natural and man-made disasters.
For Dr Su Guaning, the Haiti disaster
highlighted the lack of preparedness and
organization, evidenced by the long wait
for international aid and security. Global
economic activities are accompanied by
societal risks, sovereign risks, traditional
and non-traditional risks (e.g. infectious
diseases and terrorism). Natural and
man-made catastrophes affect whole
societies. He described the new Institute
of Catastrophe Risk Management as the
first multidisciplinary research institute
of its kind in Asia.

NTU professors to collaborate with
professionals from the Finance, Insurance
and Reinsurance industries, through
integrated risk management projects
on natural and man-made hazards
and disasters.

ICRM will contribute to the international
community – helping it to understand
characteristics of risks related to
disasters. It will develop models
and tools to help government and
industries to analyse potential losses
from catastrophes and develop disaster
mitigation and risk management
strategies. It will be a platform for

Mr Heng Swee Kiat conceded in his
address, that it was hard to predict such
events and their power. Climate change
may have been a contributing factor and
some locations in Asia are especially prone
to natural disasters. Mitigation requires
efforts from all systems and organizations
for holistic solutions. Mr Heng said there
was a role for the insurance industry

Flashing lights and swirling confetti as the ICRM is launched.

NTU/ICRM photos by Victor Chick

with its gathered experience in CAT Risk
management and solutions, despite the
increase in challenges faced.
During the two-day symposium, an
international line-up of speakers covered
four themes: The Global Insurance and
Reinsurance Landscape with Emphasis
on Asia; the Societal Perspective as Major
Stakeholders of Catastrophe Risk; Risk and
Public Policy, the Implications and Public
Policy Issues related to Catastrophe Risk;
and Loss Modelling and Risk Assessment on
Asia. The highlight of the event was a formal
dinner hosted at the Istana, Singapore.
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THE BCM STRATEGY
PREPARING FOR DISASTER:

Jacob bringing the BCM message to the audience.

Jacob transported them in the first session
of the seminar, right into a world troubled by
disasters. We all have different perceptions
about risks and vulnerabilities even if
the sources of hazards are commonly
catergorised into man’s action, natural
disasters, and technological disasters.
To be sure, the world hazard trends have
graphically increased in recent years with
corporate collapses and financial scandals.
The top global risks are a broad spectrum:
economic; environmental; geopolitical;
societal; technological including in recent
times, international terrorism, pandemic,
and fiscal crisis.
Jacob, expressing his passion for BCM, fast
tracked some real crisis situations to learn
from these case studies. Then he outlined
the stages of disaster events and the typical
responses to a crisis, from the careless,
nonchalant, complacent, through overconfident and to the guarded.
Jacob worked from his knowledge that GIA is
the secretariat of the Insurance Multi-sector
Standing Committee (IMSC) for Business
Continuity Practice (BCP) comprising GIA,
LIA,SIBA and SRA*. He applied the BCM
principles to an overview of IMSC’s BCP
situations, using the value-chain approach
to review and analyse vulnerabilities to our
business community. He created a crisis
scenario of contingent vulnerabilities which
impact a location. He asked the audience
to imagine a crisis at the insurance office
zone between the two MRT stations of
Raffles Place and Tanjong Pagar. How
would the audience working in this
10

When Mr Jacob Ngiam, Principal Consultant of Jacob Business Armour Pte
Ltd, was invited by GIA to present a Business Continuity Management (BCM)
seminar he decided on a touch of drama for the title: Preparing for Disaster.
In the face of tradition – for the seminar would be held during the Chinese
New Year festive season, – this was boldness in itself. For good effect, Jacob
was adorned in black, a la a guitarless Johnny Cash, came seminar day.
Then to off-balance the participants a little, he brought the presentation
to the audience – not from the stage but to the floor, using rhetoric and a
conversational style to handle this subject and draw in the participants.
densely populated neighbourhood react?
Would business be able to continue? He
screened a large authentic street map to
create this scenario.
In the second session Jacob presented
the BCM Strategy. Being prepared attests
to a company’s robust operations and its
resilient and reliable image. At a national
level it enhances Singapore’s reputation
as a trusted hub for dependable and
quality service. This concern is reflected
in BCM guidelines from MAS, Singapore
Business Federation and the Singapore
Stock Exchange.
From the framework of the Singapore BCM
Standard SS540: 2008, local companies
can construct BCM operations, create BCM
teams and plan implementation project.
BCM requires total engagement that takes
in total strategy, coordinated response, and
total focus. It is the holistic management
process that identifies potential impacts
which threaten an organization and
provides a framework for building resilience
and the capability for an effective response
that safeguards the interests of its key
stakeholders, reputation, brand and valuecreating activities.
Jacob emphasized the need to establish
the minimum business continuity objective
(MBCO). This requires undertaking a
Business Impact Analysis, the process
of determining impact of organisations
due to interruptions to business.
BCP consists of defined documented
operation plan guiding organisations

to return to full recovery or normalcy, the
BCM Recovery Strategies.
BCM Strategy makes good business sense:
with the ability to combat crisis situations,
there will be fewer business tsunamis to
engage, and a consequent good corporate
reputation. BCM-equipped organization is
in a position to offer to implement BCM for
its corporate clients, making possible the
ensuing client-loyalty and business volume.
Jacob concluded that BCM solutions are
available in software, both PC-based and
web-based.
Footnote:
LIA: Life Insurance Association, Singapore
SIBA: Singapore Insurance Brokers Association
SRA: Singapore Reinsurers’ Association

ANNOUNCEMENT

With effect from 17 Apr 2010, the location
and contact details of the GIA Records
Management Centre (GIARMC) shall be
as follows:

ADDRESS
138 ROBINSON ROAD #07-09
THE CORPORATE OFFICE
SINGAPORE 068906

TEL

FAX

62240010

62240030
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THE INSURED
MARITIME ADVENTURE
MARITIME KNOWLEDGE SHIPPING SESSION 12

The audience taken on the Insured Maritime Adventure.

The Q&A Panel team (from left): Mr Jonathan Ranger,
Mr Gregg Newman, and Mr Sumeet Malhotra.

From left: Messrs. Newman, Malhotra, and Ranger posing for a souvenir photo with Executive Director GIA, Mark Lim.

Executive Director of GIA Mark Lim dubbed them the
perfect team for the way they captured the attention of
the audience at the Shipping Seminar no. 12: these two
legally-trained men of international persona. Mr Sumeet
Malhotra graduated from the National Law School of
India University, Bangalore, before fighting claims in
Asia, US, Europe and the UK, across the seven seas, as
he would have put it. Mr Gregg Newman qualified in
Johannesburg, and was a senior inspector with the Royal
Police of Hong Kong, before heading Subrogation and
Recoveries operations worldwide.
Gregg had flown in 23,000 km from the cold of London; Sumeet
travelled surface from humid Beach Road 15 minutes away.
They shook hands for the first time literally on the stage at
Capital Tower on seminar afternoon 10 March. It is no wonder
that Singapore has from time immemorial been the world’s
transshipment hub and rendezvous. Their chemistry was to be
admired when their presentations dove-tailed as they embarked
on the same Insured Maritime Adventure.
Even in the Q&A session with the inspiring moderation of Mr
Jonathan Ranger (Principal Officer of Watkins Syndicate), both
Sumeet and Gregg combined to establish a rapport with the
audience even as they fielded questions from the floor. Jonathan

instigated with his poser for a universal standardization for
the recovery processes. Gregg thought it not possible for every
recovery process and its interests are different.
Then the questions started to come. For instance, can Piracy
be a justifiable cause for declaration of General Average (GA)?
Yes, provided it meets all the elements of a GA. But the tricky
part is the ransom amount is sensitively classified and may be
a contentious issue in sharing that cost among the interested
parties. Then there were outrageous situations like a ship with
a consignment of ripening banana, wrongfully arrested in a
third world country, stopping short of a banana republic. There
was raucous laughter in certain witty exchanges across the
auditorium. We could not have scripted for this.
Sumeet took the audience on a voyage of International
Commercial Terms (incoterms) that define the obligations and
liability of buyer and seller in international trade, and the added
involvement of trader, bank and ship owner and charterer in the
mix. Then he explained what would happen when a maritime
adventure is imperiled. With his real-life case studies, he defined
general average (GA) incidents and their consequences, including
the process of recovery, the common interests among the affected
parties and the differing situations. He tied up the incoterms of
cargo transactions to the cargo owners in their GA sacrifice and
continued…
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…continued

that of the ship owner in sharing the cost
of saving the adventure.
Gregg dealt with the aftermath of
vicissitudes of shipping goods around
the world. When things do go wrong to
the voyage the insurer very often is left
to pick up the tab. He would want to
institute a recovery action to hold someone
accountable for losses or damage, this
age-old practice. The wisdom of a simple
requirement of a clean bill of lading will
be realized at the outset when proving a
loss and establishing the title to sue. Gregg
presented an overview of the multifarious
areas to look at when considering a
potential recovery, such as identifying the
opponents in the recovery, the agreed
forum, establishing the security, time
limits, and burden of proof.

The current Credit Crunch accentuates
the difficulties which traditionally
accompany the recovery process, with
the emphasis on covering or improving
loss ratios. Whatever the economic
climate however, the insurer must always
put recoveries on high priority. He needs
expert technical knowledge, speed of
action, and negotiating skills to succeed
on the road to recovery.
Mr Sumeet Malhotra is Legal Counsel
of Cargill Asia Pacific Holdings Pte Ltd
while Mr Gregg Newman is Director of Wk
Webster & Co Ltd. They were invited by
Singapore Maritime Foundation (SMF) and
GIA to present the Maritime Knowledge
Shipping Session no. 12. This is part of a
series aimed at enhancing the maritime
knowledge of the marine insurers.

Shipping Session 12 Poster.

OUR NEW MEMBERS
We extend a warm welcome to Allied World Assurance Company and Aviva Ltd to the membership of the GIA.

Mr Derek Teo, President of GIA presenting the certificate
of membership to Mr Bruce Ford of Allied World Assurance
Company Ltd, witnessed by Mr Low Kwok Mun at the AGM
Luncheon on 24 Mar ’10.

Mr Simon Newman receiving the certificate of membership for
Aviva Ltd from Mr Derek Teo, witnessed by Mr Low Kwok Mun at
the same event.

Allied World Assurance Company is a world
class insurance and reinsurance company.

creative risk solutions, building long-term
and mutually beneficial relationships.

Headquartered in Bermuda, with offices
in Atlanta, Boston, Costa Mesa, Chicago,
Dublin, Farmington (CT), Hong Kong,
London, Los Angeles, New York, San
Francisco, Singapore and Zug, Allied World
is strategically positioned to deliver the
insurance and reinsurance solutions to
meet the needs of customers. They focus
on providing superior customer service and

Allied World in Singapore provides general
insurance and reinsurance business
operations in certain specified classes
for the Asia Pacific region.

Aviva is the world’s fifth-largest insurance
group, serving over 50 million customers
across Europe, North America and the Asia
Pacific. Aviva’s main business activities are
long-term savings, fund management and
general insurance

Their long-term savings products and
services are distributed through a multichannel network, which includes a direct
sales force, insurance intermediaries
and bancassurance partners. Aviva’s new
general insurance business in Singapore
is online and direct to customers, offering
competitive rates combined with quality
claims service.

They are the largest insurance services
provider in the UK and one of the leading
providers of life and pensions products
in Europe. In Asia Pacific, Aviva operates
in China, India, Korea, Sri Lanka, Hong
Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, and Taiwan.
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